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US registered 501c3: ‘Non profit’ institution that acts as a 
facilitator to a growing global consortium of public scientific 
institutes.

1. Focused on creating data and tools to scrutinise traceability 
/ geolocation claims in forest-connected supply chains.

2. Creates unique non-proprietary reference material for 
enforcement of environmental laws.

3. Uses existing public data in innovative ways / combines 
them with our data to create new actionable knowledge.

4. Works with enforcement agencies and government 
scientists to establish protocols and norms for credible use 
of science in law enforcement.

What is 
World 
Forest 
ID?



What is Wood ID?



What is Wood ID?



What are we doing that’s different?



Collected in the field with fully 
documented chain of custody

All collectors are trained to follow strict 
protocols. With our sample collection app 
we ensure that the geolocation and 
transport of samples is documented at all 
stages of the process. Our sample 
collection database was designed in 
collaboration with environmental 
prosecutors and .



Filling the gaps in robust reference material
Trees sampled by World Forest ID globally and available for all 
techniques

Existing reference material for 
priority species*

Species ID Location ID

*Low, M. et al. (2022). Tracing the World’s timber: The status of scientific verification technologies for species and origin identification. International Association of Wood Anatomists. 2022:1-22. 



A combined approach to analysis - location

TRACE
ELEMENT
ANALYSIS

STABLE
ISOTOPE
RATIO
ANALYSIS

Climate factors such as humidity,  rainfall, and temperature, as well as 
soil composition affect the presence and ratio of various isotopes in 
organic matter. SIRA works by measuring the ratios of different isotopes 
in a sample. Due to the strong connection of isotopic composition to 
climatic and environmental factors, SIRA is a reliable technique to be 
used for verification or determination of location of harvest.

Trace element analysis enables scientists to measure small quantities of 
chemical elements in a sample, typically between one and 100 parts 
per million. Trace elements are ubiquitous in the environment and 
different plant species absorb different amounts of these elements from 
the soil. The quantity of these elements in a given species and location 
then creates a "fingerprint" that can be used to identify the location of 
harvest of a sample.



Asia Pacific 
Timber Supply 
Chains

AMBITION: To create reference 
material for multiple analytical 
techniques to facilitate 
transparency and law 
enforcement in high-risk supply 
chains in the Asia Pacific region.





April 2022

June 2022

Sept 2022

Sept 2022 - Dec 2023

Feb 2023 - Feb 2024

Feb 2023 - March 2024

Summer 2024

Headline news of grain theft from Ukraine

UK Government request assistance

UK Government contracts World Forest ID

Sample collection

Sample analysis

Data integration and interpretation

Available to Ukrainian officials



Eastern European
Conflict Timber

AMBITION: To create the 
most comprehensive dataset 
possible to identify stolen 
Ukrainian timber and/or 
Russian and Belarusian 
conflict timber in trade. 



Working directly 
with enforcement 
agencies for 
Impact



Transparent, peer 
reviewed science 
for Impact

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41477-024-01648-5


World Forest ID AI enabled ‘origin’ modeling



Creating statistical models to support ‘forced 
determination’ queries



Creating Gaussian ‘element landscapes’ to answer 
spatial queries

d18O d18O



Scalable data delivery: spatial platform



Translating 
science into 
policy for Impact

http://worldforestid.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/WFID_Insight_Mar_2024.pdf


With thanks to 
our Funders


